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Determina nts and Consequen ces of Indigenou s
Technolog ical Activity
Gustav Ranis*
Our basic premise is that to the extent that any one dimension is
"key" to the successfu l applicati on of technolog y in the developme nt
context, it is the quality of indigenou s technolog ical activity that
counts the most.

Moreover, though demonstra bly more difficult , we hope

to be able to maintain this premise even as we descend from generalit ies
to address the more specific linkages with other dimension s of the com
plicated technolog ical "ball of wax."
Section I will present some definitio ns and suggest one way of viewing
the key relations hips among the many concepts floating about the literatur e.
Section II will focus on the supply and demand side determina nts of indigenou s
technolog ical activity.

Section III, finally, will discuss the potential

and actual consequen ces for LDC societal objective s of putting indigenou s
technolog ical activity in its proper place and briefly summarize the policy
implicati ons of this view.

I.

Indigenou s Technolo gical Activity: Definitio ns and Relations hips
The professio n, as well as most real world actors, need:>lit tle convincin g

today--in contrast to the situation in the early post-war era--that the
black box labelled "technolo gy" contaitJS all variety of "goodies" which,
if we could just unlock it and sort it out, is more likely to make the
*Professo r of Economic s, Yale Universit y
Paper prepared for the Workshop on Facilitat ing Indigenou s Technolo gical
Capabilit y, Edinburgh May 25-27, 1982. The author wishes to thank members
of the Workshop especiall y Martin Fransman, as well as Robert E. Evenson
of Yale for their comments
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difference between success and failure than most other prescriptions,
certainly including those relying heavily on the brute force of capital
accumulation, with or without an assist from the outside.
It is our contention that "the" basic key to unlocking that box is
the twin recognition that i) the co-existence with more advanced countries
and more advanced country technologies--in both product and process dimen
sions--represents an overwhelmingly important dimension of an LDC's dimen
ment--for better or worse and whether we like it or not--and that ii) the
nature and extent of indigenous technological activity will, in fact, deter
mine whether it indeed is "for better" or "for worse"--or, at least for
"not as good as it should be."
The first part of this contention is based on the premise that, no
matter how "closed" or "self-reliant" the developing economy, the existence
of a backlog of accumulated knowledge on "how" to produce and on "what"
(attributes) to produce, across countries and across time, dominates all
technological activities,

Thus "technological dependence" in the broadest

sense of that much abused term is an incontrovertible and inescapable
fact of life.

The second part of the assertion is based on the premise

that nothing can ever be efficiently transferred to a particular place
at a particular time without having to be modified to make it fit the
always peculiar local circumstances; this applies as much to essentially
turn-key projects as to the "rediscovery" of old ways of doing things
within the developing country itself.

In other words, the wheel cannot

be imported as is and it cannot be "reinvented" either; to some extent
it has to· be adapted or modified if it is going to fit in with always
different and ever changing local circumstances.
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It is the capacity to make those changes continuously, rather than
to invent something emerging full-blown "from the brow of Zeus," which
constitutes, we believe, most relevant technological activity.

In these

terms all technological activity is indigenous almost by definition; but
it is the quality of an LDCs' indigenous technological capacity which
determines how "well" or "appropriately"--in terms of a changing endowment-
technology choices,

adaptations and modifications are being made on a

continuous routinized basis.
Unfortunately, the stock of indigenous technological capacity can only
be identified in its use; thus, as with entrepreneurship, it is difficult
to define capacity independent of the occurrence of indigenous technological
activity.

As a consequence, one is forced to settle for tangible evidence

of demonstrated indigenous technological activity appearing in association
with presumably relevant dimensions of capacity.
Demonstrated indigenous technological activity may be defined in
'three related ways: one refers to the initial choice of the technology
as embodied in blueprints, salesmen's handbooks, machinery patents and
connnodity tradeworks, foreign or domestic; a second refers to the required
modifications of that technology for effective local application; a third
focusses on the diffusion of best practice, with appropriate modifications,
across agricultural and industrial establishments.

Add to this the fact
t

that the accumulated storehouse of human knowledge--i.e. the potential
"shelf" or technology space--is constantly being added to as a consequence
of the march of science and technology in the mature industrial countries,
and we begin to see the outlines,of the formidable conceptual tiger we
have by the tail.
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The quality of the indigenous technological activity actually observed
is thus partly a function of the capacity to choose wisely (and cost
effectively) from among the shelf technologies, partly a function of the
capacity to

tinker and adjust, and partly a function of the capacity to

channel and diffuse.

While thes~ capacities are clearly neither fully

independent in concept nor empirically identifiable in isolation, e.g. the
capacity to diffuse relevant information and the capacity to ·:tinker are
usually closely associated, it is nevertheless worthwhile to try to distin
guish among them,

They may well depend on somewhat different human and/or

organizational and institutional abilities on the supply side and be cri
tically affE!Cted by different dimensions of the economic environment deter
mining the demand side.

Together they add up to a certain quality of in

digenous technological performan~e the level of which has to be assessed
in terms of the system's total responsiveness to the economy's underlying
endowment conditions as well as its flexibility to changes in those condi
tions over time,

We intend to take a closer look at these underlying

supply and demand side determinants of indigenous technological activity
in what follows.

II.

Supply and Demand Side Determinants of Indigenous Technological
Activity
Activity of any kind is based both on the capacity to carry it out,

a supply side concept, and on the desire to carry it out, a demand side
concept.

Indigenous technological activity is no exception.

division into supply and demand factors is necessarily
artificial, it remains useful for expositional purposes.

While a

at times

somewhat

Accordingly we

intend to discuss the various ingredients of each consecutively, bringing
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to bear the relevant evidence as appropriate to the case.
The most obvious and yet also the most important ingredient of indi
genous capacity resides, of course, in the quality of the human resources
available to the developing society.

The qualities which affect the nature

and direction of the process of search among "known" core _techniques and
product choices and the qualities which affect- the process of modification
and adaptation may not be precisely the same but they are very likely to
be·closely related, i.e. to have their roots in differing

or

the same combination of formal and informal learning experiences to which
the economically active population has been exposed.
Economic historians and historians of science have been puzzled for
some time about the precise origins of a basic technological capacity
embedded in a society's entrepreneurial population at large.

Such capacity

is obviously related to some extent to general literacy,especially in the
1
agricultural sector, and very likely also to the extent of the overall

primary educational system's emphasis on general cognitive processes and
on empirical problem solving capacity using locally informed cases.
Historically, the U.S., for example, borrowed heavily from England in the
last half of the 19th century, but the key to her subsequent success
resided in the mechanical engineering industries which facilitiated

new

production with interchangeable parts and was based on a wide-spread
tinkering capacity.

As Rosenberg saw it, the Americans borrowed freely

and extensively, with very little genuine inventive activity of their
own, even during the colonial period.

The role of widespread general

education provided for a substantial measure of technical literacy at
all skill levels and created a substantial problem solving capacity
1

For example, see Christopher Colclough, "The Impact of Primary Schooling
on Economic Development: A Review of the Evidence," World Development, March
1982, ("The evidence ...... from studies of farmer productivity suggests that indi
vidual behavioral changes that result from schooling are stronger when literacy
is widely spread.")
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which undoubtedly helped the U.S. to be both "highly discriminating in
borrowing patterns and highly selective in the uses to which imported
technologies were put."

While the U.S. produced few contributions to

frontier science and even frontier technology the improvement of imported
technology in a labor saving direction as part of ·the "American system"
responsive to the more labor scarce endowment situation a la Habakkuk,
required not only engineers who had at least a grounding in "high technology"
and its use but also large numbers of polytechnic level technical personnel
imbued with an extremely pragmatic attitude towards technology.

The U.S.

as a frontier society with virtually unlimited natural resources and there
fore not inclined to invest heavily in indigenous basic innovations
stands in some

contrast to Germany, the other beneficiary of England's

loss of technological leadership.

In the U.S. infrastructural investments

by government,in education as well as in agricultural research and exten
sion services,helped create a broadly based technological literacy to
improve and diffuse technology; natural resources poor Germany,in contrast,
focussed on goverment supported basic science and science intensive
industries and a much more elitist general as well as technical educational
structure.
Most contemporary developing countries find themselves in
situations with a natural resources endowment likely to be much less plen
tiful than that of the 19th century U.S. and a skilled human resources
endowment much less plentiful than that ·of Germany.
the embodiment of unskilled
much more important.

The reliance on

but literate labor is thus likely to be

Historical Japan,with her poor natural resources

but abundant human resources endowment, in fact, might be viewed as
the most relevant for LDCs.

After early Meiji government mistakes in
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attempting to apply Western styl~ land abundant methods in agriculture,
mainly developed for wheat, to a small scale, land scarce, rice economy-~
and similar errors in industry via importing inappropriate "turn-key
technology" for use in public sector plants--it took the Japanese
relatively little time to recognize the importance of selecting imported
technology relatively carefully and then adapting it substantially to
local conditions.

Both in agriculture and in industry, trial and error

led to greater reliance on private sector decisions regarding technology
choice.

The enhancement of indigenous technological capacity through

education, through demonstration farms and extension, and through the
efforts of travelling veteran farmers, had their counterpart in more
informal private diffusion activities in the nonagricultural sector.
The empirically based response of Japanese industrial as well as agri
cultural actors to the changing availability of a technology potential
would not have been possible without a strong and well dispersed educa
tional base,both general and technical, which has been a part of the
Japanese scene from the very beginning.
Neither 19th century U.S. or Japan were thus pioneers either in
science or in basic technology, but they both developed a definite capacity
to absorb science and imported technology as a basis for their own very
substantial achievements.

The capacity of each to respond successfully

to very different endowment conditions is related to the nature and
reach of the educational system as well as to the quality and strength
of other infrastructural interventions.
No actions of government can, of course, legislate "against" the
basic,drastically different, initial endowments.

They can, however, play
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an important role in the educational and institutional sphere to overcome
supply-side constraints on indigenous technological activity.

The sub

stantial adaptations on top of imported technology in Japanese industry
as well as the almost instantaneous diffusion of the improved technology
in both industry and agriculture in 19th century Japan are but a case in
point.

The emphasis on primary education, the role of the agricultural

extension service, the land policy and the expansion of the railroad
and rail repair network played a similar role in the U.S.

The engineering

intensive technology whichwasadapte d to the wide open spaces of the
United States is hardly less relevant than that of Japan which took a
more capital stretching path.
The causal direction does not, of course, always run from science
to basic

and then to applied technology.

As Kuznets, among others,

has pointed out, technology continuously gives rise to as many puzzles
which require a further response by the scientific and technological
connnunity, as the other way around.

Thus the U.S. and Japan, over time,

built their own science capacities partly in response to such demands,
partly because they could increasingly afford a scientific establishment
marching to a different (longer term) drunnner.

But at an earlier stage

relevant, say, to most contemporary African societies, the capacity to
utilize or modify international technology and adapt it to different
environments depends on the extent to which tinkering can become routinized
within a substantial proportion of the entrepreneuria l and engineering
cum polytechnic population.
The capacity to-pick intelli,gently from an international shelf in
full awareness of the costs of search, adaptation etc, may be more of a
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white collar task of information gathering plus R&D activity, while the
capacity to solve puzzles and adapt further is likely to be a mix of white
and what might be called blue collar R&D and information diffusion capa
cities.

It takes a certain amount of wisdom, for example to choose

initial foreign technology to be at least in the "vicinity" of a system's
domestic capacity so that it acts as a stimulus to the problem solving
capacities of the indigenous population, not as a discouragement .

It

takes a somewhat different set of, talents to make the crucial adaptations
to meet peculiar local conditions.

Whether these are equally dependent

on general literacy or on more formal engineering education, is beyond
my ken.

What seems clear is that the second capacity needs to be much

more widely diffused throughout the population and may be very much
related to the existence of a capital goods industry, especially in mechanical
engineering, repair shops etc. in developing countries.

Such a capital

goods sector undoubtedly plays a very special role in determining indigenous
capacity in the sense that it provides a given quality of human resources
a chance to have a multiple impact.

We are dealing here not only with

so called "compulsive sequences," i.e. new ideas at one

processing stage

forcing appropriate changes in techniques and attributes up or down the
line, but also in terms of the simple proposition that "tinkering"
requires complementary resources which must themselves be adjusted and
modified in the course of development.

The extent to which simple repair

and mechanical engineering industries are developed is bound to have a
wider multiplier effect in terms of the ability to modify products and
processes in a wide range of client industries.

This has been demonstrated

through the examples of blacksmiths in Sri Lanka, tube well

repair
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shops in the Punjab and metal-mechanic industries in Peru.
Other supply side dimensions affecting indigenous technological
activity, of course, relate to the organizational/institutional infra
structure which the public sector may or may not create, or may or
may not channel in appropriate directions.

We have in mind here the

extensive science and technology institutional infrastructure which
often favors export cash crops while discriminating against food crops
in agriculture while

focussing on the relatively advanced end of the

science and technology spectrum and giving short shrift to more modest
support of problem solving capacities in the engineering, metal working
industries and their customers.

We

all know

too

well

the

small allocation of global R&D in the developing world as a whole, in
Africa in particular.

This makes the frequent allocation of very scarce

budgetary and human resources

to

essentially "white elephant" activities

which tend to respond to irrelevant reward and value systems

even more

painful.
It is, of course, difficult to fashion hard and fast decision rules
which might tend to eliminate any frontier type, publicly funded research
activity, whether it is basically science or technology oriented; but
the burden of proof clearly should be on the allocation of very scarce
budgetary and human resources in that direction, when the most elementary
private sector adaptation and diffusion capacities are relatively under
developed and could be given substantial assists through modest public
sector contributions.

There can be little doubt, for example, that a

society's information gathering and adaptation capacities need to be
viewed as of one cloth, even though we may differentiate them conceptually.
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We also know that there exist startling gaps in knowledge about existing
technological choices, domestic and foreign, within any given developing
country, along with the well known absence of the capacity to make the
necessary modifications.

Thus the best network for diffusing information,

while probably in the private sector, can be helped by government actions,
e.g. by utilizing the same resources now in traditional science and
technology institutes to support a network with built-in information cum
problem solving capacity available to the crucial private actors in both
the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors.

We are not referring here

to "question and answer" services which usually don't make too much sense
because of the unlikely ability of.the final customer to be able to formulate
the proper question,but rather to public sector support for an essentially
private network which permits information and problem solving capacities
to be combined and enhanced by encouraging "doing" and gaining confidence
by "doing."
The specific public policy changes required for such an information/
diffusion/adaptation network can not, of course, be spelled out, certainly
not for all country types and stages of development.

But once we recognize

that these capacities are indeed of one cloth and must be accessible to a
large number of small blue collar actors we can examine

such possibilities

as rural industrial extension services along the lines of the more successful
farmer association experiences in the developing world,as well as intro
ducing such a capacity into decentralized credit institutions such as
development or connnercial banks equipped with substantial numbers of rural
branches.

There often is a need in such cases for this particular function

to be at least initially subsidized, preferably on a declining scale over
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time.

To a modest extent a change in the reward system within the so-called

science and technology institute

comm~nity can also be of help by focussing

scarce entrepreneu rial scientific and intellectua l energies in the direction
of a strengthene d indigenous technologic al capacity,ra ther than the ability
to participate in the invisible college of the internation al engineering
and scientific establishme nt.
There are undoubtedly important institution al and organizatio nal choices
which affect the quality of a society's indigenous technologic al capacity
over time.

One of these clearly includes the issues of subcontract s vs.

more integrated firms in industry,as well as the related issue of how soon
modern inputs produced outside of agriculture replace traditional inputs.
The simple minimum cost choice answer may not include the dynamic effects
in terms of encouraging indigenous technologic al competence outside the
large firms.

The Japanese record of doing a good deal of industrial

subcontract ing early on and enforcing enhanced quality standards by encour
aging quality as well as price competition among a number of would-be
suppliers is a case in point; the cultivation firm phenomenon in contemporar y
post-labor surplus Taiwan agriculture is another.

We are not suggesting

the encourageme nt of subcontract ing via subsidizatio n or any other selective
government policy actions, only that a policy of at least even-handed ness
with respect to the allocation of infrastruct ure to rural areas would seem
to constitute an important supply side action to strengthen the opportunity
for a more decentraliz ed growth of indigenous technologic al capacity.
Most often the existing LDC allocation of public overheads in the industrial
sector positively encourages the integration alternative , e.g. power
rates are often lower in the large cities, and the constructio n of roads
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and other overheads tends to favor industrial concentration.

This is also

true in the agricultural sector where irrigation and other overhead alloca
tion in favor of local elites is often quite blatant as a consequence of
the relative weakness of decentralized rural organizations, both public
and private, in most of the developing countries.
Another organizational dimension relevant to the supply side of the
indigenous technology capacity canvas refers to the choice between batch
and continuous production lines

which may have differential dynamic conse

quences which are often not included in private sector calculations.
Episodal accounts certainly seem to indicate that, very much in the vein
of the modern Volvo story, a batch production process encourages the search
for product and process change much more so than the continuous assembly
line.

Such dynamic dimensions would, of course, have to be weighed against

static comparative cost calculations, but sensitizing the private sector
to such issues, including incorporating this dimension within the infor
mation plus R&D capacity enhancement network,which might be partially
encouraged by public sector action (see above),should be included in the
consideration of how to strengthen supply side factors.
A quite distinct dimension of the supply side infrastructure that may
assist in the development of indigenous technological capacity is related to
the legal side.

As we have already noted, in the more successful developing

countries we witness a good deal of so-called blue collar R&D activity,with
problem solving going on in unconventional locations and carried out by uncon
ventional actors.

Such "minor"innovative activity can be encouraged through

worker incentive systems, suggestion box approaches etc., as traditionally in
Japan, but also through the legal device of establishing a so-called utility
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model or "petty patent" as an alternative and supplement to conventiona l
patenting legislation .

Such an alternative , interesting ly enough, exists

in both Japan and Germany, the latecomer countries, as well as in some of
the more successful contemporar y developing countries.

The system encour

ages application for the protection of smaller innovations with a lower
"novelty" requiremen t,protected at lower financial and bureaucrati c costs,
in exchange for a shorter period of protection, i.e, 5 to 7 as opposed to
15 years.

In such

contemporar y LDCs as South Korea and Brazil, petty

patents seem to be granted primarily to nationals and individuals in contrast
to regular patents which go predominan tly to foreign corporation s.

The

history of the Japanese textile industry, for example, indicates that,
historicall y, such utility models were very important, especially in
weaving,whi ch relied heavily on domestic innovations based on traditional
handlooms,im proved with the help of imported Batten and Jacquard related
ideas.

Petty patents played a lesser role in cotton spinning which relied

more heavily on adaptations from fully developed inventions "embodied"
in imported machinery.

It is, moreover, interesting to note that petty

patenting seems to have been concentrate d

in mechanical engineering activi

ties.
Moving beyond the utility model, the patent system as a whole, including
design patents, trade marks, licensing systems etc. has not been carefully
examined in this century with respect to its encourageme nt or discouragem ent
of indigenous technologic al activity.

We are all aware of episodal evidence

to the effect that foreign patents introduced into LDCs are often used
for blocking rather than transfer of technology purposes and that licensing
payments often do not reflect the technology content of the transaction .

-15It is quite possible that a fuller reconsideration of the trade-offs
between the appropriability of private gains function of patents and
its function as a conveyor of information, if utilization can be enforced could point the way to substantially enhancing indigenous technological activity, given a certain level of human and institutional/
organizational capacity within the LDC.
In addition to typological differences in the initial conditions
among countries, e.g. size, resource endowment, etc., policies crucially
affect the intensity of the search for indigenous technological activity
on the part of individual actors, both in the public and private sectors.

A developing country in early transition growth, for example, typically
adopts a policy environment for purposes of primary import substitution
industrialization which is typically unfriendly to indigenous technological
activity.

This is in general a period which focusses on "getting things

done," providing a warm environment for a new industrial entrepreneurial
class including obtaining the necessary physical tools or technologies
from the outside.

It is a period which emphasizes physical accumulation

as opposed to efficiency and places much less heavy emphasis on the refined
calculus of choosing appropriate technologies, either in terms of the care
ful search of international shelves or in terms of the effort necessary to
make the appropriate adaptations or modifications domestically.
These
into play of

regimes,

in

substantial

other
indigenous

words,

discourage

technological

the

coming

activity,

partly because they typically distort product and factor prices away from
the endowment picture and because they usually create windfall profits
for the private entrepreneurial class which make them much less interested
in seeking out indigenous technological opportunities.

It is, of course,

also a period which typically encourages free entry of foreign capital
goods while protecting intermediate as well as final goods via the riormal
cascading of tariffs,which policy may have a long term deleterious effect
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on the establishment of an indigenous capital goods sector, so often an
essential ingredient, as we have seen, for the construction of indigenous
technological capacity on the supply side.

When government interventions

especially favor, as in the India of the 1950's,

Ghandian khadi and its

associated traditional technology, on the one hand, and Mahalanobis steel
mills based on imported technology, on the other, what is squeezed out is
the vast array of indigenous technological activity likely to be most appro
priate to her changing endowment conditions.
The problem of distorted relativefactorand product prices is too
well known to require much attention here.

Underpricing capital, imports,

and skilled labor, and overpricing unskilled labor of course affect:$ static
technology choices.

For our purposes even more important is how it affects

the nature of the search for new technologies over time.

This is also

a subphase of transition during which, for a number of reasons, great
expectations abound with respect to the power of the imported process and
of the internationally specified product, which apparently every develop
ing country seems to go through, although the extent, severity and length
of the import substitution policy syndrome of course vary substantially.
Perhaps more important than the relative factor price and relative
product price dimension is the intensity with which normal entrepreneurial
functions are likely to be carried out.

The more scarce entrepreneurial

energies are spent on playing the controls game, obtaining the slips of
paper required for assuring oneself of the windfall profits available
in various controlled markets.the less energy
indigenous technological activities.

left for concern with

One can find this to be true in

the agricultural sector where prices are often set artifically,as well

as when there exist restrictions on entry and on access to scarce
resources for new and small entrepreneurs in nonagricultural activities.
This typically leads to "invisible handshakes" between elitist capital
ists and elitist workers and a narrow growth path which excludes the
majority of potential entrepreneurs who could substantially contribute
to a successful search for indigenous technological activity.
If and when the society does shift from domestic market oriented
import substitution into an export oriented regime via substantial
reform in the various relevant policy areas the chance for a larger
role played by indigenous technological activity is substantially enhanced.
We have certainly observed this in the East Asian cases which graduated
from import substitution to export substitution in the early 1960s.
When such graduation does not take place, however, and countries persevere
in import substitution, as in most of the Latin American countries and
some of the ASEAN countries, an accelerated tendency for the noncompeti
tiveness and satisficing rather than maximizing behavior inimical to the
1
demand for indigenous technological activity must be noted.
Countries like those in Sub-Saharan Africa, still largely in early
import substitution, are of particular interest here.

They still have

a fateful choice before them, i.e. whether to persevere in import sub
stitution, shifting from primary to the more technology and capital
intensive secondary type, or to shift into an export oriented policy
stance.
The size of a developing country represents an important demand
side typological characteristic quite aside from its effect on the
availability of particular human and physical endowments already referred
1

For some concrete examples see the author's: "Industrial Sector Labor
Absorption", EDCC (April 1973) as:well as "International and Domestic
Determinants of LDC Technology Choice," (with G. Saxonhouse) in Technology
Choice and Change in Developing Countries: Internal and External Constraints,
Barbara Lucas and Stephen Freedman eds. Tycooly International Publishing
Ltd., Dublin, 1982.
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to.

Among other reasons such size determines,the relative importance

of domestic versus international markets regardless of the policy regime
in vogue at a particular time.

In other words, even in the most success

ful case we would expect the domestic market insulated from international
prices to be much more important in the large than in the small country
case .. In the case of smaller countries, the pressure for maintaining
one's competitive edge by finding new labor using products and processes
will come relative more from abroad.

For larger LDCs it will come mainly

from the demands of a broadly based balanced growth process in domestic
markets.

In that connection we should remind ourselves that the demand

for indigenous technological activity has two components: one focussed
on the continued search for more appropriate processes, the other on more
appropriate products.

Successful technological activity of the process

type is likely to be more relevant to the export sector,with its emphasis
on price competitiveness in international markets, while success in the
search for appropriate technological activity on the product attribute
side is likely to be more important with respect to the domestic blade
of successful development, i.e. via balanced growth in domestic markets.
Thus, assuming that supply side elements are well dispersed across the
country,depending on its size and the dispersal of its population, the
contribution of indigenous technological activity to each of these major
blades of development will dependverymuch on the policy mix determining
the intensity of the demand.
The important typological dimensions thus include size, the extent
of labor surplus etc. as well as the initial geographic density of the
population, the kind and extent of the existing transportation system,
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te
the level of initia l agricu ltural produc tivity 1 which togethe r indica
the ideal static degree of indust rial decent ralizat ion for any given
produc t mix.

While we must assume that such initia l charac teristic s

not
setting the parame ters for demand as well as supply side elemen ts are
of
readily amenab le to policy , the factors which determ ine the strengt h
the motiva tion
enced by policy .

the individ ual entrepr eneurs can be directl y influ

of

LDC governm ents can affect the extent of the monop olistic

as
or oligop olistic contro l of indust ries by intern al measur es as well
by the extent of effecti ve protec tion etc. permit ted to persev ere with
respec t to compe tition from the outside .

A reason ably workab ly compet i

tive environ ment is the best insuran ce for creatin g the requis ite demand
side pressu re for indigen ous techno logical activit y.

Withou t a shift

ic
from satisfi cing to maximi zing behavi or on the part of individ ual econom
y
actors there is very little chance much indigen ous techno logical activit
will be in eviden ce.

Exclus ive attenti on to the supply side is very much

like pushing on a string .

If million s of individ ual 'decisi on makers

don't have the· "bit in their teeth" little else will follow .
It is,of course ,true that the rest of the world can also be very

helpfu l or harmfu l in terms of the environ ment for indigen ous techno
logica l activit y in a given develop ing country contex t.

Foreign aid,

for exampl e, to the extent it is tied to particu lar commo dities or
.
source s of techno logy, clearly provide s an obstac le instead of an assist
On

the other hand, by inducin g a country to shift its policy mix it can

also be of import ant help in the creatio n of a better environ ment for
indigen ous techno logical activit y.

It can do this both by helping create

supply structu res, a good exampl e being the CIGYAR organi zation in
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agriculture, an international network of supply side information on food
crop technology choices, as well as

by encouraging a shift to more en

dowment responsive policies and the erosion of windfall profits, on the
demand side.

Similarly, with respect to multi-nationals, greater willing

ness to participate in a flexibly phased development program rather than
obstructing it by export prohibitions,cartelization and market sharing
arrangements may make an important contribution to the domestic environment in which indigenous technological activity can flourish.

The

already referred to use and misuse of patents for transferring technology
rather than obstructing market access is another case in point, as is the
willingness to unbundle various components of the multi-national package.
Public policy can affect MNC behavior at least by making the provision
of subsidized investment guarantees, surveys, tax benefitsetc.

discre-

tionary rather than automatic or dependent only on financial flow criteria.

Indigenous Technological Activity: Consequences and Policy Conclusions

III.

Obviously it thus takes both favorable supply and demand conditions
to evoke adequate levels of indigenous technological activity.

The question

we may still want to ask ourselves is what difference does it really make
in terms of the underlying development performance indicators we are most
familiar with, including some combination of growth, employment and eq•.1ity,
with the diminution or elimination of conflict among these objectives a
high priority.

In other work comparing the performance of East Asian and

Latin American NICs 1 we have been able to conclude that, in fact, it is
possible to avoid
1

seemingly inevitable conflicts between employment and

G. Ranis, "Challenges and Opportunities Posed by Asia's Superexporters:
Implications for Manufactured Exports from Latin America," in Export Diversi
fication and the New Protectionism edited by W.Baer and M. Gillis, NBER,1981.
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growt h, on one hand, and the distr ibuti on of incom e,
by affec ting the way in which growt h is gener ated.
indic ates

that the exten t

a

on the other , mainl y
This work, moreo ver,

socie ty's own chang ing endowment is effec -

the most impor tant
tivel y utiliz ed in the cours e of trans ition repre sents
singl e ingre dient of that perfo rmanc e.

This, in turn, is,by defin ition ,

fully harne ss its
in large part determ ined by the socie ty's abili ty to
vario us subph ases
indig enous techn ologi cal capac ity as it moves throug h
an expor t subst itutio n
from infan t indus try domin ated impor t subst itutio n to
.
subph ase chara cteriz ed by much great er marke t orien tation
such as Japan
It is by now well known that the East Asian count ries
done much bette r than
histo rical ly and Taiwa n and Korea more recen tly have
in terms of this
the Latin Ameri can cases such as Mexic o or Colom bia,
to the-de velop ment
abili ty to husba nd indige nous techn ologi cal activ ity
proce ss.

in suppl y
This, we belie ve, is direc tly relate d to differ ences

the two syste ms,i. e. the
cond itions as well as the diffe rent cours es taken by
and the shift to
perse veran ce of impor t subst itutio n in Latin Amer ica,
expor t subst itutio n in East Asia.
mance

Diffe rent incom e distri butio n perfo r

al role of
along with growt h resul t direc tly from the diffe renti

ct and proce ss mixes .
indig enous techn ologi cal activ ity in determ ining produ
the diffe renti al
While there is no need here to prese nt the detai ls of
us, growt h rates ,
perfo rmanc e in terms of the moppi ng up of labor surpl
demo nstrat ion of
Gini coeff icien ts, etc. in the two types of NICs as a
favor able distr i
the point being made, it is possi ble to asser t that the
place like Taiwa n
butio n of incom e in the conte xt of rapid growt h in a
butio n of asset s,
was relat ed not only to an initi ally favor able distri
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particularly land, but also to the fact that substantial indigenous tech
nological activity was in evidence, making small farm holdings more pro
ductive, inducing land to be used more intensively for such labor intensive
crops as mushrooms and asparagus, activities which attracted especially
the poorest or smallest farmers and thus simultaneously improved the dis
tribution of income.
Similarly, with respect to non-agricultural activities, both rural
and urban, the decentralized nature of the industrial structure, made
possible by the equitable allocation of public sector infrastructure on
the supply side, as well as the relatively mild form of primary import
substitution plus an early shift to export substitution on the demand side,
led to an industrial structure which was highly decentralized and labor
intensive in technology both from the product and process points of view.
The fact that 50% of rural families' incomes was generated in non-agricul
tural activity represents an important ingredient of the demonstrated
large role of indigenous technology activity.

Such decentralized indus

trialization provides higher employment and higher incomes for the same
poorest families; at the same time urban infrastructural requirements are
lower and equilibrium market areas reflecting a compromise between economies
of transport costs and economies of scale move in favor of relatively
smaller market areas.

This, in turn, favors output bundles permitting

more scope for indigenous technological activity of the product as well
as of associated labor intensive process variety.

With the poorest families

often profiting from the by-employment opportunities offered by decen
tralized rural industry and services,such a combination of appropriate
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goods and processes leads to an extraordinary absorption of unemployed
labor hours in an efficient fashion,making a substantial contribution
to the improvement rather than the deterioration of the distribution
of income during rapid growth.
Indigenous

technological activity contributes to the efficient

labor intensity of agricultural and non-agricultural
the labor surplus economy.

production in

While the functional distribution of income

does not tell the full story of the family distribution of income, it
makes a substantial contribution to it, as we have explored elsewhere.

1

We can, for example, point to the.sharp gap between the typical relative
share of labor in Latin American industry, i.e •• 4 falling to .3 over time
and that of the East Asian case, .6 and rising to .7, as one indication
of the differential level of indigenous technological activity.

A growth

strategy which permits the relatively greater penetration
of foreign
,
markets by labor intensive nondurable consumer goods is much more able
to induce indigenous technological activity by permitting the absorption
of workers and the forging of a strong link between indigenous technolo
gical activity and the improving distribution of income.

In Latin

America, on the other hand, the much lower resort to labor intensive
technology and output choices caused by the perseverance of import
substitution policy had the important consequence of resulting in con
tinued high levels of income
places like Mexico and Brazil.

inequality that we are now observing in
There can be little doubt that how

output is generated and what growth path is selected is the single
]

J.·Fei, G. Ranis, S. Kuo, "Growth and the Family Distribution of
Income by Factor Components," Quarterly Journal of Economics, Feb. 1978.
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most important consequen ce of the quality of indigenou s technolog ical
activity.

In the East Asian case increased sensitivi ty to changes in

factor endowment permitted indigenou s technolog ical activity to come
to full bloom and incorpora te
and how.

its results in what is being produced

In the case of the Latin American growth path the veil between

endowmen ts and prices has thickened ,while entrepren eurial energies have
been ever more focussed on obtaining a favored place in the queue for
directly allocated goodies rather than deploying indigenou s technolog ical
activity in the search for the construct ion of the "better mouse traps."
The search for indigenou s technolog ical activity, we must remember,
is also a function of the requisite human capacitie s as well as the
extent of help from informati on and network capacitie s created by public
sector actions.

As Rosenberg put it, "economic forces and motives do

not act in a vacuum but wit~in the changing limits and constrain ts of
1
scientifi c and technical knowledg e."
The conclusio ns for public policy which follow from all this are
sufficien tly self-evid ent.

The combinati on of supply and demand condi

tions must be rendered sufficien tly favorable for indigenou s technolog ical
activity of the requisite quantity and quality to take place. In such an
event we can be quite confident that it will produce the desired effects
in terms of the bottom line, the society's developme nt objective s.
1

Nathan Rosenberg , "Science, Invention and Economic Growth,"
Economic Journal, March 1974.
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Levels

of overall competitiveness and specifically the impact

of macro policies which distort price signals have the effect of inhibit
ing the demand for appropriate technology and may be viewed as the most
serious obstacle to the generation of adequate indigenous technological
activity.

On the supply side the sine qua non is the joint or separate

capacity

to pick from the full storehouse of human knowledge that which

is appropriate

and to modify it at the same time.

The high private search

costs involved in this effort can be assisted by public sector contributions
to the educational and institutional network to enable tiµkering to take
place across the entire landscape.

Constraints on patenting,licensing

and trade marks from outside must be reexamined.

Current R&D allocations

must be directed to enhancing the capacity via government extension ser
vices or selective subsidies .on a declining basis through private banking
channels.

The role of the Japanese style trading company or the trade

association case on the model of the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association
which
should

assisted the almost instantaneous diffusion of new technology
also not be underestimated.

In general, given our review of the determinants and consequences
of indigenous technological activity, it is clear that the emphasis must
be on the functioning of an internal decentralized network and the capacity
to sustain it rather than on the transfer of hardware from the outside.
While we are not arguing for the preservation of outdated handicrafts we
are arguing for the recommendation that indigenous Z goods industries
perhaps in disuse for some time may provide the basis for modernized
efficient production activities based on indigenous technological capacity.
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It must be emphasized that we are dealing here with the generation of alternative
modern production processes in search of new attribute combinations, not
the artificial preservation of outmoded techniques and products,

Nor is

the latest technology always inappropriate, or the most basic good invariably
appropriate; but the gap between the social and private calculus can be reduced,
if not eliminated, with the help of changes in macro policies.

Thus the

most important resource of all, namely broad based entrepreneurial and
innovative capacities, can be harnessed.
A society's full participation in experimentation and tinkering lies
at the heart of the required confidence to make appropriate technological
choices.

Such increased confidence should not take the extreme form of

tending towards technological autarky since, as we have pointed out above,
the presence of advanced country technologies will continue to be over
whelmingly important as a stimulus and as a point of departure.

Developed

countries, whether they like it or not, will continue to make key catalytic
inputs,both on the human and on the physical resources side in helping to
develop and enhance

a science and technology capacity which permits

individuals to ask the right questions,to choose more appropriately,and
to adapt more effectively.
In some instances, however, it may also mean

that less developed

countries may have more to learn from each other than from the more
advanced countries.

The center of gravity for inducing indigenous tech

nological activity clearly rests with the mobilization of thousands of
nonspectacular adaptive responses and modifications of modern processes
across a vast number of applications and landscapes.

Given both differentiated

endowmen ts and objective s, the individua l actors in the typical developin g
country must be given the widest physical opportuni ty to choose among
alternati ves and to have the maximum pressure, combined with the fullest
possible informati on, to achieve the objective of a diminishe d conflict
between growth and distribut ion by virtue of their active pursuit of indi
genous technolog ical activitie s.

